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Introduction
Drugs have many properties
Contraindications, adverse effects, interactions,...
The existing reference texts (Summary of Product Characteristic, SPC)
and databases list the properties of a given drug
But they do not allow to compare easily the properties of several drugs
with the same indication
The visual presentation of the numerous properties of one drug is difficult
The visual comparison of the properties of 2-10 drugs is a real challenge!
This is an overlapping set visualisation problem
A drug is an element
Each property is a set including all the drugs that share this property
e.g. the set of drugs contraindicated with diabetes,
or the set of drugs causing nausea (adverse effect)
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Introduction
Overlapping set visualization is a well-known field in information
visualisation
Reviewed by B. Alsakallah et al. [2014]
6 main approaches :
Euler and Venn diagrams, and their variants
Overlays on a map (for geographic dataset only)
Node-link diagrams and graph-based visualization
Matrix-based techniques (elements in columns and set in rows)
Aggregation-based techniques, for huge datasets (high number of
elements)
Scatterplot-based techniques, for huge datasets (high number of sets)
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The amino-acid example
20 amino-acid: Alanine (Ala), Proline (Pro)...
Amino-acids share physical, chemical or nutritional properties: small
size, aromatic cycle, essential for Human...
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Introduction
We designed “ rainbow boxes ” a new technique for overlapping set
visualization
For knowledge visualisation
Displays all the dataset (no aggregation or filtering)
Relatively small datasets (about 2-25 elements and 5-100 sets)
Aims at helping the discovery of similarities and the understanding of the
dataset

Well-adapted for comparing drug properties
But not limited to this application
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Rainbow boxes
Elements are in column

Sets are displayed as boxes covering
one or more columns
The box color is the mean of the color
of the element it covers
(in RGB coordinates)
small boxes => bright colors
marge boxes => grayish

Each element has a specific color,
from red to violet (hence "rainbow")

There are "holes"
in some boxes
Boxes are stacked like pieces in a
"Tétris" game, with the larger boxes
at the bottom
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Column ordering
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Column ordering
The number of holes must be as small as possible
This requires to optimize the order of the columns
There is n! possible orders where n is the number of elements/columns
The complexity of the problem is thus O(n!)

(for amino-acid: 20! ≈ 2.43x10 18)

In practice, it is not possible to test all possible orders for n > 10
=> We designed a heuristic algorithm:
It starts with the element belonging to the highest number of sets
i.e. the one with the higher risk of holes

Then the other elements are added one by one at the beginning or at the
end of the order under construction
Whenever there is ex-aequo, all possibilities are considered, leading to
more than one candidate orders
Finally, all candidate orders are tested to keep the best one
= the one with the fewest holes, and the shorter holes
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Column ordering
elements is the set of elements
sets is the set of sets
candidate_orders is the set of candidate orders produced by the heuristic
candidate_first_elements = { e0 for each element e0 in elements belonging to the highest number of set in sets }
orders_being_constructed = { tuple (e0) for each element e0 in candidate_first_elements }
candidate_orders = { } (empty set)
while orders_being_constructed ≠ { }:
order = Get and remove one tuple from orders_being_constructed
remnant = elements \ order
possible_insertions = { (e, "beginning") for each e in remnant } ∪ { (e, "end") for each e in remnant }
for each couple (e, position) in possible_insertions with the highest insertion_score(e, position, order):
if position is "beginning": new_order = (e, order)
else if position is "end": new_order = (order, e)
if elements \ new_order = { }: Add new_order into candidate_orders
else: Add new_order into orders_being_constructed
function insertion_score(element, position, order):
if position is "beginning": neighbor = First element of order
else if position is "end": neighbor = Last element of order
score = 0
for each set x in sets, such as (element ∈ x) and (neighbor ∈ x): score = score + 2
for each set y in sets, such as (element ∉ y) and (order ∩ y = { }): score = score + 1
return score
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Application to drug
contraindications
Comparison of contraindications
Headers with pharmaceutical classes
Haches for relative contraindications (the drug can be prescribed but it
should be avoided)
per-cell widgets:
Colored bars for age classes
Labels for giving precision on contraindication
e.g. "non controled" hypertension

Icons for representing the disorders involved in contraindication using
pictograms and colors
VCM iconic language (Visualization of Concept in Medicine) from a
previous work
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Application to
contraindications of drugs

Comparison of the contraindications of 8 drugs for erectile dysfonction
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Application to
contraindications of drugs

There is two main groups of drugs, with regard to contraindications
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Application to
contraindications of drugs

The contraindication of Vitaros are that the one of Muse,
plus Syncope and orthostatic hypotension
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Application to drug adverse effects
Comparison of adverse effects
More complex because aderse effects have two important attributes:
Frequency, expressed on 5 levels (very rare to very frequent)
Seriousness (yes or no)

=> We represented these attributes by colors (instead of the rainbow
boxes default colors):
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Application to adverse effects
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Application to adverse effects

Vitaros has a lot of frequent (but not very frequent) non-serious effects,
and a serious frequent effect (prolonged erection)

Application to adverse effects

Viagra has a lot of serious effects (mostly cardiac),
and many of them are shared with Cialis

Application to adverse effects

Spedra has much fewer adverse effects than other similar drugs

User study
Protocol : compare rainbow boxes to dynamic table
22 evaluators : general practitionners (GPs)
On the contraindication and adverse effect sections
3 datasets x 2 sections => 6 comparisons
6 comparisons x 2 visualization tools => 12 documents

12 questions were written (2 for each comparison)
Each question implied the comparison of several drugs, and was associated to a
document

GPs were split in 2 groups
Group 1 had the first question of each comparison with rainbow box and the second one
with dynamic tables
Group 2 had the first question of each comparison with dynamic tables and the second
one with rainbow box

=> cross-over protocol
High statistical power: each GP is his own control
We measured response time, responses acuracy, and we tested
SUS score (System Usability Scale, perceived utilisability) after the experiment
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User study
Response acuracy:
99 / 132 good responses with dynamic tables (75%)
103 / 132 good responses with rainbow boxes (78%)
No significative difference (p = 0.66, Pearson's corrected Chi-squared
test)
Response time:
Mean response time with tables: 39.0 seconds
Mean response time with rainbow boxes: 29.7 seconds
Significative difference (p = 0.011, Welch Two Sample t-test on log(t))
Perceived usability (SUS):
SUS score with tables: 72.0
SUS score with rainbow boxes: 66.9
No significative difference (p = 0.25, Wilcoxon test)
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User study
General discussion with GPs:
GPs are used to tables, but new to rainbow boxes
This might explain the SUS scores

Tables and rainbow boxes are complementary and they reply to
different questions:
Tables are interesting when the GP has a particular patient in mind
=> During consultation
Rainbow boxes are interesting when the GP need an overview
=> For initial or continuing education
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Discussion
Rainbow boxes could be improved by representing subsets
E.g. the tiny set of amino-acid is a subset of the small set
Many algorithms are close to the one we proposed for ordering
columns
Tree-building algorithm :
unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA)
neighbour joining (NJ)

Clusterization algorithms
Principal component analysis (PCA), keeping a single dimension
They can minimize the local difference
But none of them produces a linear order that minimizes the number
of holes in rainbow boxes
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Conclusion
Rainbow boxes:
A new technique for overlapping set visualization
Well-adapted for comparing drug properties and amino-acids
Could probably be applied to other comparisons
computers, cars, travels,...

Rainbow boxes allowed GPs to find the answer to questions faster than with
a dynamic tables
Other possible application domains:
Bioinformatic, e.g. visualizing excerpt of Gene Ontology
Searching similar cases in a patient database
Comparing terms in a terminology

Implemented in Python and available as Free Software (GNU LGPL v3):
http://bitbucket.org/jibalamy/rainbowbox
Includes the amino-acid example and a drug dataset
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